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II. Project Details
A. Project Dates
Proposed Start Date

10/01/2016

Expected Completion Date

01/31/2019

Project Duration (months)

27

B. Project Description - Provide a brief high level summary of the project in plain English without technical jargon
that also includes the purpose and importance of the project. This information will be used for reporting the
project to the Governor, General Assembly and Connecticut Open Data website.
The ELMS project is a combination of activities to fully utilize the eLicense product currently being used for licensing
management by DCP, DPH, OEC, and DOAG. The project includes: adding new agencies to the system that are currently using
antiquated databases without online services; adding mobile inspection capability for agencies that perform manually or with
laptops from their vehicle; rolling out new online features and capabilities for the licensing community to replace paper and
manual processes; and adding advanced enhancements to the system to provide more efficiencies for agency staff when
processing transactions each day.
Licensing, enforcement, and inspections of entities and individuals regulated by the State of CT are critical functions within these
agencies. Investments in systems used by multiple agencies provides many benefits including; lower total cost of ownership,
more support options through user groups, and administrative knowledge sharing. This project will allow agencies to more fully
take advantage of the system to provide efficiencies that will assist with areas of low staffing levels and heavy workloads. The
additional online public services enhancements will provide for quicker applicant turn around.

C. Summary
Summary - Describe the high level summary of what needs to be implemented to complete the project
There are five primary objectives to this project: 1. All agencies will add online self-service licensing features for the public
including: anytime payments, document upload, license verification; 2. Add a mobile inspection feature so agencies inspectors can
use tablets or phones at inspection sites; 3. Add DDS, DCP Casino, DOT, DOB, DCS, and DOAG Aquaculture to the eLicense
system; 4. Reconfigure parts of the system used by DCP, DOAG, OEC, and DPH staff to implement Lean findings, and 5. Work
with the vendor to make changes to the base product to meet CT's needs more fully and improve their offering to other states to
avoid custom modifications that are costly to support

D. Business Goals. List up to 5 key business goals you have for this project, when (FY) the goal is
expected to be achieved, and how you will measure achievement, Must have at least one.
Please use action phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: "Reduce the
Permitting process by 50%". In the Expected Result column, please explain what data you will use to
demonstrate the goal is being achieved and any current metrics.
Business Goal (Action Phase)

Target FY for Goal

Implement a mobile inspection
solution integrated with eLicense
that streamlines the inspection
process for field agents. Reduce
processing by completing on site
and not re-keying data later.

FY18

Reduce staff processing time
through activation and configuration
of Online anytime payment service,
Online License verification service,
and Online Document uploads.

Improve DDS license management
processing by migrating their legacy
Access Database solution into the
eLicense system.

Current Condition

DCP 9800 @ Avg 4 hours per
DPH 1000 @ Avg 6 hours per
OEC 6500 @ Avg 5 hours
DOAG 4550 @ Avg 3 hours per
DDS 1600 @ Avg 5 hours per

Estimated benefit:
# Inspections x hours by%
DCP: reduce hours by 15%
DPH: reduce hours by 15%
OEC: reduce hours by 10%
DOAG: reduce hours by 15%
DDS: reduce hours by 15%

FY17

Annual manual tasks by agency:
DCP Payments: 3200@ 15min
DPH Verification: 11,000@ 5min
DCP Verification: 2250@ 30min
DCP Documents: 3000@ 5min

Estimated benefit:
DCP Payments reduce by 50%
DPH verification reduce 90%
DCP verification reduce 50%
DCP Documents reduce 80%

FY18

DDS Transactions by division:
CLA - 900 App/renew Per year
CCH- 300 App/renew Per yr
MedC-6200 App/renew Per yr
Total Inspections 1600 Per yr
Total Cases 5,500 Per yr
Total Paper/postage $9,500 Yr

Estimated benefit:

FY17

Agency paper transactions:
DCP 37,000 Applications yr
DPH 10,000 Applications yr
OEC 4300 App's/Renewal's yr
DOAG 4000 App's/Renewal's yr

Estimated benefit for 2017/2018:
DCP reduce paper apps by 50%
DPH reduce paper apps by 60%
OEC reduce paper apps by 50%
DOAG reduce paper apps by
50%

FY18
Eliminate double data entry while
reducing inefficient licensing and
enforcement processing through
configuration of DPH FLIS division,
and also need to satisfy a federal
Affordable Care Act (ACA) mandate.

FLIS has limited configuration
features. Current transactions:
App/renew: 2000 @ 4000 hrs
Inspections: 1200 per year
Case: Tot.1050(500 ACA per yr)
FOI process 240 hrs yr

Estimated benefit:

Improve efficiencies by reducing
application processing time with
expanded Online applications &
renewals enhancements.
DCP,DPH,DOAG, & OEC all have
goals to expand Online application
processing:

Annual inspections by agency;

Expected Result

App/renew hrs reduced 30%
Inspection hrs reduced 20%
Case hrs reduced 20%
Paper/Postage cost reduce 75%

App/Renew - reduce hrs by 25%
100% inspection data available
ACA Case mandate met 100%
FOI process reduce hrs 75%

E. Technology Goals. From a technical perspective, following the above example, list up to 3 key technology goals
you have for this project and in which Fiscal Year (FY) the goal is expected to be achieved. Please use action
phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: “Improve transaction response time by 10%".
Technology Goal
Implement a Mobile inspection (MI)
solution that follow the standard DAS
BEST Application Architecture
Patterns.

Target FY for Goal
FY18

Current Condition

Expected Result

There's is no MI solution
integrated with eLicense.
Agency inspectors currently
have laptops in the field with
VPN and wireless to access the
back office. This adds to BEST
security & access support.

Fully integrated MI minimizes
enterprise technology support
needs. The solution would be
segregated with limited access
to production data through
secure syncing. Reduce
support of 150 VPN accounts

Identify Mobile devices (MD)
compatible with remote connectivity
and security features necessary to
facilitate licensing inspections.
Devices should accommodate
photos, Bar/QR codes, e-signature, &
GPS.

FY18

The current mobile device
standards for CT are being
revised. Several devices have
been identified that may meet
business needs.

Implement MD that satisfies all
functional and security
requirements. These devices
will be supported by each
agency or vendor.

Retire antiquated legacy systems for
each agency that migrate to the
eLicense system

FY18

DDS: 4 MS Access DB and 1
dBase3+ solutions
CAES: 2 MS Access DB
solutions
DOB: 3 MS Access DB's and 1
Power builder system

Retire all legacy systems and
utilize the shared eLicense
infrastructure.

Select

Select

F. Priority Alignment. The criteria in this table, in concert with other factors, will be used to determine project
priorities in the capital funding approval process. Briefly describe how the proposed projects will align with each
criterion.
Priority Criterion
Is this project aligned with business
and IT goals of your agency?

Does this project reduce or prevent
future increases to the agency’s
operating budget?

Will this project result in shared
capabilities?

Has the agency performed due
diligence to determine if a
solution that is currently being
used by other state agencies or
other states can be leveraged?
Is this project being Co-developed
through participation of multiple
agencies?

Y/N

Explanation

Yes

This project aligns with multiple goals . The
agencies are looking to improve licensing
management through review of processes
while implementing available technology.
Online self-service and mobile inspection
will provide agency staff efficiencies.

Yes

Agencies will have some level of reductions
for postage/printing costs as features are
implemented. The online ACH payment
service will reduce credit card fees. Mobile
inspections requires increased operational
budgets for support and will be shared by
each agency.

Yes

The system is currently in use by four
agencies. The project will include expansion
to additional agencies that can take
advantage of the enterprise shared
capabilities.

Yes

The due diligence was performed in phase
1 of this project.

Yes

This Project includes five enterprise agency
sponsors DCP, DPH, OEC, DOAG, and
DDS and have committed to
co-development of the project efforts that
affect their agencies and the enterprise as a
whole.

G. Organizational Preparedness. The criteria in this table will be used to determine project implementation capabilities,
governance and commitment.
Preparedness Criterion

Explanation

Describe the project
management methodology,
framework or process be used
to assure successful delivery
of the project?

The project will be managed as a group of iterative efforts. These efforts will be scheduled
based on business value and resource needs. This approach should make project
management more efficient by reducing overlapping dependencies and staff availability.
The scope and timing of each effort will be executed in parallel when possible to maximize
value sooner. The initial efforts will be executed under phase 2. This phase will include
new feature activations, several agency additions, and mobile inspection selection.

The State encourages agencies to
consider using an incremental
value approach for project delivery.
Please indicate if this approach will
be utilized and how or why it will
not be utilized.

Incremental value approach will be utilized for all iterations of each project effort when
possible. New features will be activated then setup for each division based on greatest
value first. The agency expansions are scheduled based on greatest needs and
preparedness of staff resources. The mobile inspection solution will be integrated and
introduced first to the divisions that have demonstrated greatest needs and return on
value.

The State requires an experienced
project manager be assigned to the
project. Please explain how the
agency will meet this requirement.
Explain the key milestones or
activities that need to be
completed as part of the project.

Describe the level of
commitment that senior
management will provide to
the project.
Will, or has, the agency gone
through a Lean process
improvement initiative related to
this project?
How Is the agency prepared for and
experienced in Vendor
Management?

Please indicate if the agency has
provided up to date information on
the Information Technology Project
Portfolio and the Information
Technology Application Portfolio
SharePoint sites?

One consultant project manager with extensive knowledge of the current enterprise system
is in place and can manage the project tasks.

Key milestones: *Implementation of Online anytime payments, License verifications,
document upload, reinstatement, and Supervision; * Mobile inspection integration for all
agencies; * Migration of DDS, DCS, DOT, DCP Casino, DOB, & DPH Labs licensing
functions into eLicense; * Enhanced configuration of DCP, OEC online services, DPH
facility enforcement, DPH OEMS licensing, DOAG enforcement and online services.

Each agency sponsor has provided confirmation of resources and recurring operational
funding based on their specific activities.

DCP has had several formal and informal Lean sessions related to ELMS project
processes. DOAG has had one Leaning activity, and the other agencies have done
informal Leaning efforts. All participating agencies are interested in having additional
Leaning activities as part of this project.

All current eLicense agencies have experience and relationship with the eLicense vendor,
MicroPact (previously Iron Data). DAS and the eLicense agencies will share responsibilities
and oversight of vendor management through the project Steering Committee. These
management activities will be coordinated through DAS BEST Application Services.

Yes. They are updated.

Describe what procurement
vehicles are expected for this
project such as RFP, use of existing
state contract, ITB, etc.
How is the agency prepared to
support this system once
implemented (post-production
support)? Who will host the
solution?

A RFP was released in Phase 1 of this project and agency sponsors made the decision not
to award. There wasn't enough additional capabilities to justify the effort and cost of
implementing a new system. The enhancement project will utilize existing contracts with
eLicense vendor, MicroPact as well as the IT Consulting Contract.

The existing eLicense solution will continue to be supported through a combination of
Agency staff, DAS BEST enterprise application resources, and the vendor support
contract. A new mobile solution should follow the same support model as an enterprise
application used by multiple agencies hosted by DAS BEST.

H. Project Ramp Up. If capital funds are awarded for this project, how long will it take to ramp up? What are the
key ramp-up requirements and have any off these already been started? For example, has a project manager
been identified? Has an RFI been issued? Is a major procurement required such as an RFP?
One consultant project manager with extensive knowledge of the current enterprise environment is in place and can perform or manage
the project tasks.
The project effort will require additional business analyst resources from existing IT consulting contract for implementation, configuration,
and process documentation. Business analyst ramp up time will take approximately 2 to 3 weeks.
Vendor (MicroPact) resources also need to be contracted for product feature activation, expansion configurations, advanced
configuration,data conversion, and training efforts. Some vendor budgetary estimated statements of work (SOW) quotes have already
been developed based on the project scope. Additional SOW's estimates will be refined as the project requirements are defined. Vendor
resource assignment and execution will depend on funding dates and impacts from other MicroPact project schedules. The Mobile
Inspection solution may require procurement contract activities dependent on the selected option. We have started discussions with
MicroPact on their mobile inspection offerings.

I.

Post Production Support. Do you have the experienced staff with the proper training to sustain this initiative
once it’s a production system? Do you anticipate having to hire additional staff to sustain this? What training
efforts are expected to be needed to maintain this system?

The current ELMS is primarily supported by agencies staff/consultants, agencies IT staff, and an enterprise IT consultant. The agencies
have found that supporting the existing system requires a specialized skill set facilitating the translation of business needs into a
technology solution. The licensing management process is complex requiring continuous evaluation as each division expands features.
This is a difficult resource skill to train and could be classified as a technical business analyst(BA). DCP currently has contracted a
business analyst to assist in ongoing support for their 12 business divisions. The ELMS project will evaluate a support resource model
to ensure success. The Phase 1 outcomes had determined there was a gap of specific BA skills necessary to support and maintain the
enterprise application. It is assumed that at the completion of this project the BA level needs will be greatly reduced as each division
should have advanced configuration and been Leaned. Smaller agencies do not have integrated IT staff and rely on the BEST
Application Services to supplement administration and support. Appropriate agency post production resource allocation will need to be
resolved during project training and the ongoing education can be facilitated by these agency resources. Vendor supplemental training
sessions can also be contracted by each agency as necessary if internal trainers are not available.

J.

Financial Estimates. From IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet

Estimated Total
Development Cost
$ 3,396,150.00

Estimated total
Capital Funding
Request
$2,692,150.00

Estimated Annual
Operating Cost
$307,500.00

One Time Financial
Benefit

Recurring Annual
Financial Benefit
$2,128,060.00

Explanation of Estimates
The estimates for new feature implementations are based on recent vendor quotes and previous agency configuration activities. The
new agency migration estimates are based several vendor budgetary estimates and size comparisons to previous expansion projects.
The agency configuration enhancement estimates for external resources and training are based on historical efforts with contract rate
pricing. The mobile inspections solution estimates are based on a combination of previous MicroPact product quote and RFP pricing
estimates. Mobile implementation estimates were also sized by each agency's complexity. The product custom modification quotes have
been priced by Iron Data / MicroPact over the past two years and appropriate configuration resource hours assessed for each agency's
needs.
Estimates for the annual operating cost were calculated based on the MicroPact rates for new agency users, custom modification
percentage of development cost, and for mobile inspection and previous product quotes.
All benefit estimates are based on system transactional information or agency estimates on volume. These transaction estimates were
calculated for benefits based on agency expected improvement goals, as well as previous system benefits observed as results of similar
efforts. Benefit hourly rates were calculated on role based averages including all salary and benefit cost.

Assumptions: Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costs
Assumptions:
The vendor statement of work estimates and previous quotes provided over the last 18 months are still applicable
The previous vendor quotes for mobile implementation and licensing cost represent the marketplace
The vendor's will charge hourly rates for implementation analysts, trainers, and DB administrators
The agency provided estimates on numbers of processes included for each effort
The expansion project estimates are based on similar scope and cost from previous projects and quotes.
Supplemental contract resources pricing is based on similar BA 2 contract cost

III. Expanded Business Case
A. Statutory/Regulatory Mandates. 1) Cite and describe federal and state mandates that this project in intended
to address. 2) What would be the impact of non-compliance?
Statutory / Regulatory Mandates:
Section 6103 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) requires that states must maintain consumer oriented websites providing information
which includes in part, enforcement activities pursuant to nursing home inspections.

Impact of non-compliance:
Section 6103 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) non compliance could impact current state contracts with the federal government.

B. Primary Beneficiaries. Who will benefit from this project (citizens, businesses, municipalities, other
state agencies, staff in your agency, other stakeholders) and in what way? Please be specific.
The following primary beneficiaries are listed in order of most impacted:
1) Enterprise agency staff
2) Connecticut citizens & businesses
3) Other State agencies
4) Organizations that utilize data in the system

Important:
-

If you have any questions or need assistance completing the form please contact Jim Hadfield or John Vittner
Once you have completed the form and the IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet please e-mail
them to Jim Hadfield and John Vittner.

John Vittner, (860) 418-6432; John.Vittner@ct.gov
Jim Hadfield, (860) 418-6438; Jim.Hadfield@ct.gov

